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Abstract: Renewable energy technologies (RETs) are crucial for solving the world’s energy dilemma.
However, the diffusion rate of RETs is still dissatisfactory. One critical reason is that conventional
energy technologies (CETs) are dominating energy markets. Emergent technologies that have inferior
initial performance but eventually become new dominators of markets are frequently observed in
various industries, which can be explained with the disruptive innovation theory (DIT). DIT suggests
that instead of competing with incumbent technologies in the dominated dimension, redefining
the competition on a two-dimensional basis is wise. Aiming at applying DIT to RET diffusion, this
research builds an agent-based model (ABM) considering the order of entering the market, price,
preference changing and RET improvement rate to simulate the competition dynamics between RETs
and CETs. The findings include that the order of entering the market is crucial for a technology’s
success; disruptive innovation is an effective approach to cope with the disadvantage of RETs
as latecomers; generally, lower price, higher consistency with consumers’ preferences and higher
improvement rate in the conventional dimension are beneficial to RET diffusion; counter-intuitively,
increasing RET’s improvement rate in the conventional dimension is beneficial to RET diffusion when
the network is sparse; while it is harmful when the network is densified.
Keywords: renewable energy technology; disruptive innovation; energy market; agent-based modeling

1. Introduction
Renewable energy technologies (RETs) are crucial for solving the world’s energy dilemma [1].
Developing and utilizing RETs are in accordance with the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement,
which stand for an admitted environmental goal pursued by the whole world. Furthermore, RETs
play an important role in moving the globe toward a cleaner and more sustainable energy system [2,3].
However, the diffusion rate of RETs is still dissatisfactory [4–6]. One important reason responsible for
the slow diffusion is that RETs are not yet as competitive as conventional energy technologies (CETs),
which have been developing (at least) since the first industrial revolution and outperform renewable
energies in multiple aspects, e.g., efficiency, initial cost, stability, ease of use and accessibility [4,6].
The initial cost of RETs is usually much higher than CETs, which significantly hampers RETs’
diffusion. A typical example is photovoltaic (PV) systems. According to the recent data [7], a 4.7 kW
dc rooftop PV system in Illinois costs $13,758 and saves $574 annually. Given a 25-year lifespan of
a PV system, a house owner can obtain $14,350 in total, but only $592 net income. This calculation
has not counted inflation yet. If time preference (meaning that people value immediate incomes
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more than future gains) is considered, the total income of $14,530 has an equivalent incentive effect to
merely $5962 immediate income [8,9]. Filling the huge gap to generate effective economic incentive
is never easy. Nevertheless, one unique dimension renewable energies possess is that they are
renewable. This dimension endows RETs with incomparable advantages and importance and suggests
an opportunity to challenge CETs.
Generally, the value of a new technology or product can be broken down into an old dimension and
a new dimension. As for RETs, the old dimension is the value of providing energy, which is consistent
with the expertise of CETs. In many cases, RETs are not competitive in the old dimension, compared with
CETs [10]. Nevertheless, RETs can effectively reduce environmental pollution [11,12], which significantly
differentiates RETs from CETs. This dichotomy is inspired by the disruptive innovation theory (DIT),
well known from the insights into the success of many technologies with inferior performance in the
old dimension while having superior performance in the new dimension [13–15].
DIT was originally aimed to explain an intriguing phenomenon observed in the hard drive
industry of America. As shown in (a) of Figure 1, there exists a pattern that the sales of hard drives
with large capacities and sizes are all exceeded by the latecomers with smaller capacities and sizes. One
critical reason is that the hard drives in small sizes possess more portability than the incumbents do.
(b) in Figure 1 provides an explanatory illustration. The dashed curve is an indifference curve, which is
comprised of the points representing different combinations of capacity and portability, but providing
the same utility. As witnessed, the hard drives of smaller sizes with lower capacity can provide
equivalent utilities to what the high-capacity hard drives provide, which suggests opportunities
to challenge the incumbent technologies even with inferior performance in one dimension. Similar
phenomena in a wide range of industries have been witnessed and explained with DIT [15]. Renewable
energy researchers and practitioners began to realize that actively launching disruptive innovation
strategies under the pressure of incumbent technologies was “worth a shot” [15–17].

Figure 1. Disruptive innovation: the hard drive case. (a) one-dimension perspective: capacity only;
(b) two-dimension perspective: capacity and portability.

Some emergent RET enterprises indeed engage in the disruptive innovation strategy (DIS). Tesla
Motors is a star electric car company, which has popularized the concept and demonstrated the
feasibility of powering vehicles with electricity. Although, electric cars are not as convenient as
conventional cars by far, markets show an unexpected strong demand for Tesla Motors’ products.
Instead of barely focusing on improving the maximum mileage its electric cars can cover, Tesla Motors
has successfully introduced a brand new dimension: smartness, which differentiates its products from
the “clumsy” conventional cars. SolarCity is a subsidiary of Tesla Motors and a leading residential solar
system installation company. Different from other solar energy companies, SolarCity does not only
advertise the system efficiency of its solar panels, but also places a great emphasis on the decorative
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function and super durability of the solar tiles [18]. It provides customers with integrated energy
service, as well. Another example is Offset Solar. It advertises solar products to invoke people’s
awareness of environmental protection. Furthermore, it offers customers a mobile application to track
the performance of each solar panel, which brings users an innovative experience. Generally, those
newly-proposed dimensions of RETs are added value. A relevant phenomenon was found in a highly
competitive Nordic electricity market: even when retail electricity was high priced, users were willing
to pay if innovative services were provided [19]. Nevertheless, the currently low popularity of the
DIS among renewable energy companies does not match its fame in other industries. A crucial reason
is that the factors that could significantly affect the effectiveness of DIT are unclear because of the
complexity residing in the competition among different technologies.
This paper conducts exploratory research on the competition dynamics between CETs and RETs
from the perspective of disruptive innovation. Considering the dynamic nature of technological
competition and various scenarios that cannot be captured by traditional methods, agent-based
modeling is used. Multiple variables are considered, and four critical factors—the order of entering a
market, price, preference changing, technology improvement rate—are investigated. Academically,
this research contributes to supplementing the existing RET diffusion literature, which mainly uses
qualitative methods or statically unveils the barriers and drivers of RET adoption [20]. Practically, this
research can offer practitioners a new approach to develop RET products and design more effective
R&D strategies; also, this paper could provide policymakers with an innovative perspective to make
policies that foster RET diffusion.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, the conceptual frameworks for
building the model are introduced, and the model dynamics is detailed. The numerical experiments
and results are elaborated in the Results section. The Discussion section extracts the implications from
the experiments. Conclusions are summarized in the final section.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Framework of the Model
There is rich literature that studies technology diffusion using mathematical modeling
(e.g., [21–24]). These studies are top-down methods that treat the world as homogeneous, which
have the merits of mathematical clarity. In contrast, agent-based modeling is a bottom-up approach
working as an effective tool for exploring complex adaptive systems (CASs) that consist of numerous
heterogeneous adaptive and interactive components. The agent-based model (ABM) allows researchers
to build models from a microscopic base while observing emergent phenomena at the system level [25].
It bridges the micro and macro perspectives and helps researchers capture patterns that can hardly be
discovered with top-down methods. Many researchers have used agent-based modeling to explore the
impact of various factors on innovation diffusion [26–33] because innovation diffusion is a dynamic
process having a stylized pattern emerging from the interactions between adaptive agents with different
attributes and behaviors. Hence, this paper adopts agent-based modeling to explore the dynamic
process of competition between RETs and CETs. Netlogo [34] is used as a platform to implement this
agent-based model.
Three frameworks are incorporated to build the ABM: the disruptive innovation theory [15],
the innovation decision process [35] and the Bass model [36]. These frameworks function as a skeleton
and are organized in Figure 2. The innovation decision process is the backbone of the whole model.
Three stages of the process are considered, i.e., knowledge, persuasion and decision. In the knowledge
stage, potential adopters are informed about an innovation from mass media and other related adopters.
Then, the decision process moves to the persuasion stage in which potential adopters evaluate the
benefit of adopting the innovation from various aspects. The decision stage outputs the result of
whether to purchase the innovation.
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Concretely, in the knowledge stage, potential adopters are informed via mass media or by other
adopters. In this model, we follow the assumption of Rogers and Bass, which indicates that there
exists a small group of potential adopters adopting innovations independently, while the majority
of adopters are related to the interactions between non-adopters and adopters. Herein, a random
network is used to mimic how consumers are connected. According to the documentation of Netlogo’s
“network extension”, the random network involved in this model is generated using the G(n, p) variant
of the Erdős–Rényi model [37].

Figure 2. The framework of the agent-based model (ABM).

Disruptive innovation theory is used to flesh out the persuasion stage. According to this theory,
the value of a technology can be divided into two dimensions. It is noteworthy that, when disruptive
innovation enters a market for the first time, it brings a conceptually and qualitatively new dimension
to the market. For example, originally, hard drives were produced for mainframe computers, and few
people thought computers could be made portable and adopted by individuals until microelectronic
technology brought smaller processors and hard drives. Since then, portability became an adopted
concept and pursued by computer manufacturers. In the same vein, an RET can be decomposed into
two dimensions: one that satisfies the demand for conveniently using energy and one that differs
from the former dimension, which could be enriched with a qualitatively different value such as being
environmentally friendly, having a green image, having a high-tech appearance, having independence
from the grid, having an integrated smart energy service, etc. The former dimension is consistent with
the functionality of conventional energy technologies, while the other dimension is unique and new to
consumers. For clarity, we simply name the former dimension as the conventional dimension versus
the non-conventional dimension for the latter.
In the decision stage, a potential adopter decides whether to purchase the innovation or not.
We introduce the concept of reservation price from micro economics. Reservation price refers to
the highest price one is willing to pay for a specific product. A purchase can be accomplished only
when one’s reservation price exceeds the actual price. In this model, we assume that the more one’s
reservation price exceeds the actual price, the more likely one would purchase, which gives agents
some inertia when the surplus is positive but not significant. Therefore, factors such as switching cost
and transaction cost, which work as friction that hampers purchases in the real world, are considered
implicitly in this model.
The interactions between the agents at the bottom level should generate an S-shaped diffusion
curve at the system level as described by the Bass model, which fits realistic data quite well and has
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been frequently used to predict innovation diffusion. Mathematically, the Bass model is expressed by
Equation (1) as:
y(t) = ( p + q × Y (t)/N ) × ( N − Y (t))
(1)
where y(t) denotes the new adopters in year t; p and q are constants that are normally interpreted
as the external (e.g., mass media) and internal influence (e.g., imitation and word-of-mouth) on the
diffusion [38,39]; N is a constant meaning the total number of potential adopters; Y (t) is the number
of accumulative adopters. Figure 3 illustrates how different values of p and q affect the pattern of
diffusion. As witnessed, a greater p advances the take-off of a diffusion; and a greater q shortens the
time to peak. The Bass model is used to calibrate the ABM, as well as an approach of cross-model
validation [40], which provides an admitted stylized pattern of technology diffusion. More on model
building is detailed in the following subsection.
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Figure 3. The impact of p and q on the S-shaped diffusion pattern; the horizontal axes indicate time
(years); vertical axes indicate market share.

2.2. Model Dynamics
The flowchart of the model is presented in Figure 4. Since the most critical part in this model is
the competition between CETs and RETs, for clarity, only the process after RETs appear is given. Before
the appearance of RETs, CETs have already developed for a long time and become fully mature, which
is simulated in a similar way as the flowchart shows, but without the persuasion stage. Corresponding
to the Bass model, the flowchart shows that there are two approaches that a potential RET adopter can
use to become an RET adopter. One approach is independent adoption: a potential adopter becomes
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an adopter without being influenced by other agents. The other approach is dependent adoption: a
potential RET adopter becomes a real RET adopter because of the influence from other adopters.
The agents start as potential adopters. According to Rogers [35], a small group (about 2.5%) of
pioneering adopters appears in the early stage of innovation diffusion. These pioneering adopters
are independent of the opinions of others. Their appearance demonstrates the adoption for potential
adopters who would adopt by observing and imitating others. Following the Bass model, we use pc
and pr to denote the probability that a non-adopter independently adopts CETs and RETs, respectively.
Independent adopters function as seeds of the whole technology diffusion process. It should be
noted that in this model, independent RET adopters can be transformed from any type of agents
and keep adopting RETs constantly. This assumption is made according to the fact that independent
RET adopters are usually motivated by non-economic factors, e.g., pursuing environmentally-friendly
technologies [41] and educating others [42]. Hence, they are not as changeable as dependent adopters
within the time span of interest.

Figure 4. Flowchart of the model. RETs, renewable energy technologies.

If an agent does not become an independent RET adopter, as mentioned above, he/she can use the
dependent approach to adopt. The first stage is the knowledge stage of the innovation decision process,
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during which potential adopters are informed by others. The probabilities aic and ari representing agent
i becoming aware of CETs and RETs are determined respectively by the following Equations (2) and (3):
i

aic = 1 − (1 − qc )lc
i

ari = 1 − (1 − qr )lr

(2)
(3)

where qc (qr ) denotes the probability that a neighboring adopter of CETs (RETs) successfully influences
agent i; lci (lri ) is the number of the neighboring adopters of CETs (RETs).
Once agent i becomes aware of a technology, he/she enters the persuasion stage. Two steps are
included in this stage, i.e., preference varying and choice making. The preference of consumer i is
defined in Equation (4) and calculated with Equations (5) and (6).

~Fi = [Oi , N i ]

(4)

N i = intnew + (1 − intnew ) × ari × c pr f

(5)

Oi = 1 − N i

(6)

Fi that consists of two
Equation (4) means that the preference of agent i is defined by a vector ~
dimensions, i.e., Oi and N i , which denote the weights that agent i assigns to a technology’s conventional
dimension and non-conventional dimension. The weight agent i assigns to the non-conventional
dimension of a technology is determined as Equation (5), where intnew denotes the initial weight agent
i assigns to RETs’ non-conventional dimension. Agent i’s preference changes according to the influence
from its neighboring RET adopters multiplying a coefficient c pr f that adjusts the degree of the influence
on preference changing. c pr f also contributes to determining the upper limit of N i .
~c denotes the performance of CETs that are defined by two dimensions, i.e., the
Vector T
conventional dimension and the non-conventional dimension, which are denoted as Oc and Nc (see
Equation (7)). A ceiling is imperatively imposed on Oc when implementing the model, which reflects
the limitation of technological paradigms. Nc herein is assumed as zero, which means CETs have no
merit in the non-conventional dimension. This is consistent with the feature of disruptive innovation
mentioned above: disruptive innovations introduce qualitatively new dimensions to markets. It is
plausible to give a small non-zero value to Nc . Whereas, this does not quantitatively change the
results, it may increase the risk of blurring the clearly-defined context of disruptive innovation if Nc is
aggrandized. Oc is updated according to Equation (8).

~c = [Oc , Nc ]
T

(7)

Oc = bc + ac × (1 − bc ) × Sc (t)/M

(8)

In Equation (8), bc denotes the initial performance of CETs when they enter the market at first;
constant ac adjusts the speed of technology progress; Sc (t) denotes the maximal cumulative adopters
of CETs at year t; M denotes the total number of potential adopters in a market, which is set at 1000.
~r in Equation (9), which has two
Similarly, the performances of RETs are represented by vector T
dimensions denoted as Or and Nr , respectively representing the conventional and non-conventional
dimension of RETs.
In the following simulations, Nr is set as one, which means this dimension is quantitatively equal
to a fully-mature conventional dimension Oc of CETs. The absolute value of Nr is of little interest,
but in what direction c pr f drives the model and how it exerts a joint influence with other changing
variables are major concerns of this paper. However, numerical experiments are conducted and
introduced in the “3.2.2 Impact of Preference Changing” section to confirm that a moderate change
in Nr does not qualitatively affect the results of interest. Similar to CETs, the performance of the
non-conventional dimension of RETs is updated using Equation (10). The constants br and ar denote
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the initial performance and the speed of technological progress of RETs. Sr (t) denotes the maximum
cumulative adopters of RETs within t years.

~r = [Or , Nr ]
T

(9)

Or = br + ar × (1 − br ) × Sr (t)/M

(10)

After the update of consumers’ preferences, the consumers make decisions according to the
comparison between the utilities offered by different technologies. Consumer i chooses the technology
that provides a larger utility after she/he becomes aware of CETs and RETs simultaneously. The
utilities brought by CETs and RETs are calculated using Equations (11) and (12):

~c
uic = ~
Fi · T

(11)

~r
uri = ~
Fi · T

(12)

As the process moves to the decision stage, consumer i decides to purchase a CET or RET by a
probability of Pc and Pr , which are calculated with Equations (13) and (14):
Pc = ( Rc − Cc )/Rc

(13)

Pr = ( Rr − Cr )/Rr

(14)

where the Rc and Rr denote the reservation prices of consumers willing to pay for CETs and RETs, while
Cc and Cr denote the actual prices of CETs and RETs. Equations (13) and (14) mean that consumers are
more likely to purchase a technology that offers a higher surplus (reservation price minus cost). Rc
and Rr are determined using Equations (15) and (16).
Rc = uic × (1 + d)

(15)

Rr = uri × (1 + d)

(16)

where coefficient d is introduced to reflect the deviation between the utility a consumer perceives and
the reservation price the same consumer is willing to pay. This deviation is caused by various factors
(e.g., annual income). d ranges from [−1, 1] and is assumed to follow a triangular distribution. Cc and
Cr are determined by Equations (17) and (18):
Cc = Oc × hc + Nc × hr

(17)

Cr = Or × hc + Nr × hr

(18)

where hc and hr respectively represent the unit prices of Oc and Nc .
3. Results
A series of numerical experiments were conducted to observe how CETs and RETs compete
in the context of disruptive innovation. CETs are the incumbent technologies that are mature and
widely adopted; while RETs are commonly latecomers with inferior performance in the conventional
dimension, but with an irreplaceable new dimension. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that CETs
are in the late stage of an S-shaped curve, i.e., CETs are highly mature, but have a very limited growth
rate. RETs are still in the infant stage, growing extremely slowly. It is commonplace to calibrate the
model with real data of both types of technologies. Nevertheless, the starting point of CETs is quite
ambiguous. Coal is a representative conventional energy, which has been used to provide heat for
thousands of years. It is meaningless to compare RETs with such CETs. On the other hand, ideally,
the two turning points of an S-shaped curve generated by the Bass model should be known to make
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stable estimations [38,43,44]. The historical data of renewable energy supply (see Figure 5) are far from
sufficient to generate a meaningful diffusion curve.
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Figure 5. Renewable energy annual supply [45].

In order to obtain a typical S-shaped curve in a definitive time span and focus on the competition
dynamics between two technologies, we use the data generated from the Bass model, whose q = 0.38
and p = 0.018, to calibrate the ABM. These q and p values are average values derived from 213
technologies and 10 energy-related technologies [46]. The genetic algorithm is used for searching for a
combination of parameters that minimizes the difference between the results of the model and the
target data. Having been calibrated, the model shows a high fitness to the target data (see Figure 6),
which means the model is qualitatively validated and can replicate the stylized fact of technology
diffusion. Based on this curve, the following numerical experiments are conducted.
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3.1. One-Dimensional Competition
In the first scenario, we simulate the competition between different technologies in solely one
dimension. This type of competition is completely homogeneous, which works as a reference point
for the ensuing heterogeneous scenarios. It is common sense that RETs as latecomers with inferior
performance are not able to defeat CETs so far. Therefore, the scenario that a technology emerges
as a latecomer with exactly the same performance as the incumbent technology may be of more
interest, which can provide the observation of the pure impact of the timing. Thus, in this scenario, we
examined the competition between two technologies with exactly the same parameters, but appearing
at different times: let the first technology growing for 30 years to be fully mature and dominate the
market; then, the second technology emerges as a potential disruptor. The parameter settings are
displayed in Table 1. The model was run 300 times, and Figure 7 is obtained.
Table 1. Parameter settings of the one-dimensional competition scenario.
Parameter Name

Value

M

1000

nd

0.005

pc

0.01

Set according to the calibration. The value is located in the range of previous
literature [36,48].

pr

0.01

Controlled for the current experiment.

qc

0.26

Set according to the calibration. The value is located in the range of previous
literature [36,48].

qr

0.26

Controlled for the current experiment.

bc

0.01

Assume that CETs start with a very low performance, which intends to mimic
a complete maturation process of CETs.

ac

2.6

Set according to the calibration. This value indicates that this technology
becomes fully mature after 38.9% of the consumers have adopted, according to
Equation (8).

br

1 × Oc

Controlled for the current experiment. Indicating that the emergent technology
appears with the same performance as the incumbent technology.

ar

2.6

ho

1

Remark
The absolute number of agents is not important when potential adopters are
treated as 1.
Network density (nd) is set according to the calibration. This is consistent with [47],

which found that the networks in the real world are normally sparse.

Controlled for the current experiment.
The unit price of a technology’s conventional dimension. The number “1” is a
convenient benchmark.

As can be seen, CETs follow a typical S-shaped curve until RETs appear in the 30th year. Then,
CETs begin to be substituted by the growing RETs. It seems that RETs tend to replace CETs completely.
However, it takes RETs 50 years to merely occupy 40% of the market. It is noteworthy that the RETs’
growth in Figure 7 is driven purely by independent adopters, which means the dependent diffusion
process is ineffective. This is not consistent with the fact that independent adopters refer to the
innovators and early adopters during an innovation diffusion process [35]. These innovators and early
adopters should be a small, but critical group of adopters who trigger fast innovation diffusion later on.
Therefore, the results presented in Figure 7 should not be interpreted literally, but suggests that RETs
are not able to capture a considerable market share from CETs only because RETs are latecomers. This
can be explained by the fact that adopters may incur a switching cost when changing technologies,
although the alternative performs the same as the original technology.
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Figure 7. The competition between two technologies entering the market with different timings. CETs,
conventional energy technologies.

Even with the equivalent performance, RETs are not able to compete with incumbent CETs,
only because the former lose first-mover advantage, let alone the RETs have inferior performance.
Nevertheless, this scenario only considers one dimension. The competition in two dimensions is
different, which is investigated in the next subsection.
3.2. Two-Dimensional Competition
In this scenario, we vary some parameters of RETs in the first scenario to gain variations. First,
pr should become less, considering that the probability of independent adopters is not very high,
and our focus should not be distracted by a large pr . Empirically, a wide range of values from
0.0001–0.01 could be assigned to pr , though [49], we use pr = 0.002. Second, the initial preference for
the non-conventional dimension (intnew ) is set as 0.2 in contrast with 0.8 (1 − intnew ) of the conventional
dimension, which means potential adopters have a much greater initial preference for the conventional
dimension than their preference for the non-conventional dimension. c pr f is temporarily set at 0.4,
which indicates that the influence on a potential adopter from her/his neighboring RET adopters is
converted to her/his preference of RETs by a proportion of 40%, leaving a 60% proportion unchanged.
3.2.1. The Impact of Price Variation
The impact of the price of the new dimension might be of great interest. As a benchmark, the unit
price of the conventional dimension was set as one. Different values of the new dimension’s unit price
ranging from 0.2–0.8 with intervals of 0.2 were used in simulations. After 300 runs for each value of
the new dimension’s unit price, Figure 8 illustrates the results.
From (a)–(d) of Figure 8, the unit price of the non-conventional dimension increases from 0.2–0.8,
which manifests a notable impact on the diffusion patterns. The market share of RETs in Year 80
decreases as the prices increase. Furthermore, the point where CETs and RETs intersect is delayed,
while RETs become more expensive.
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Figure 8. The impact of RETs’ price changing.

3.2.2. Impact of Preference Changing
As mentioned above, c pr f is a coefficient adjusting the rate of preference changing and the
upper limit of agent i’s preference for the non-conventional dimension (N i ). In the process of RET
diffusion, it is critical that potential adopters gradually develop their preference for the value of being
environmentally friendly. Therefore, the model has been run 300 times for each value of c pr f ranging
from 0.2–0.8 with intervals of 0.2. Since we know the higher the unit prices of RETs are, the more
slowly RETs diffuse, which gives a direction for improving RETs, it is meaningful to know if RETs have
already been improved to an acceptable unit price, e.g., 0.4, while other factors might impair or foster
RET diffusion. Hence, the current unit price of the non-conventional dimension is set at 0.4, which
gives rise to a comparatively complete S-shaped curve. This diffusion pattern provides an ideal goal
to pursue, which is not as difficult as reducing the price to 0.2. Under these parameter settings, the
impact of preference changing is examined.
The results are in Figure 9. At first glance, the graphs in Figure 9 are similar to those in Figure 8.
With the increase of c pr f , RETs performs better, which is consistent with intuition. Nevertheless,
it should be noted that the maximum market share that RETs can reach by changing c pr f tends to 0.8.
From 0.2–0.4, c pr f exhibits a significant impact on the diffusion, but from 0.4–0.8, the impact diminishes.
As can be seen, there is no obvious difference between c pr f = 0.6 and 0.8. Similarly, the diminishing
impact of increasing c pr f on the timing when RETs exceed CETs can also be observed in the results.
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The diminishing impact of preference changing is consistent with the impact of the q in the Bass
model. Figure 3 illustrates how the diffusion pattern is changed when varying the q value. Setting
marketshare = 0.8 as the benchmark, as the q increase evenly from 0.2–0.8 with intervals equal to 0.2,
the year when the diffusion reaches 0.8 market share decreases, but the gap between each neighboring
pair of curves becomes narrower. Essentially, increasing c pr f means to gain the influence of neighboring
RET adopters, which is similar to increasing the q in the Bass model.
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Figure 9. The impact of preference changing.

The results shown in Figure 9 are obtained based on Nr = 1, which means the new dimension of
RETs is assumed to have an equivalent scalar value to a completely developed conventional dimension
(i.e., the conventional dimension reaches the upper limit of one). However, actual values of Nr depend
on what specific RETs are discussed. In order to see whether the values assigned to Nr qualitatively
affect the results, Nr =0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 are respectively tested. The results are shown in Figure 10. As can
be seen, these pairs of CET and RET diffusion curves share the same qualitative features: the greater
c pr f or Nr is, the earlier the CET and RET diffusion curves will intersect, and the larger market share
of RETs will reach in the 80th year. Therefore, both greater c pr f and Nr are beneficial to speeding up
RET diffusion. In other words, a small c pr f could be compensated with a large Nr to maintain a certain
RET diffusion rate, and vice versa (certainly and intuitively, this statement is valid only when Nr and
c pr f are not too small, otherwise the results would stay the same as (a) in Figure 10). In this paper,
the changing preferences of consumers are of greater interest; thus, Nr is fixed at one to manifest the
impact of c pr f .
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Figure 10. The impact of preference changing under different values of Nr . Gray, green, orange and
blue curves respectively correspond to Nr = 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7.

3.2.3. The Impact of RET Improvement Rate
In the context of disruptive innovation, technologies as latecomers have an advantage over
incumbent technologies in one dimension, while having inferior performance on the other dimension
and still need to improve their conventional dimension. Typically, disruptive innovations do not
develop faster than incumbent technologies do or outperform the latter in the conventional dimension;
whereas, it is necessary for latecomers to improve the conventional dimension to some extent to meet
the the corresponding demand of consumers. We run the model for another 300 times for each value of
the rate of RETs’ improvement, ranging from 0.2–2.0 with intervals of 0.6. The results are in Figure 11.
It is not surprising that the higher the improvement rate is, the faster RETs improve. Furthermore,
because the technology development has an upper limit, increasing the improvement rate does not
constantly accelerate the diffusion of RETs by a considerable amount, but diminishes as well.
Nevertheless, as the network density varies, some interesting phenomena emerge. Figure 12
shows two columns of figures. The left column is the results of the RET rate (ar ) of 0.2. In contrast, the
right column displays the results of the RET rate of 2.0, which is 10-times greater than the former. The
three rows in Figure 12 have different network densities (nd) of 0.005, 0.006 and 0.007, respectively.
When nd = 0.005, increasing the RET rate has a significant positive impact on the diffusion rate of
RETs. When nd = 0.006, the low RET rate (0.2) seems to lead the diffusion to a higher market share
than the high RET rate does in the 80th year. This effect is more observable when nd is increased to
0.007 (see (e) and (f) of Figure 12): the final market share is lager when the development rate of RET
is lower.
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Figure 11. The impact of the RET improvement rate.

Another subtlety worth emphasis is that the RETs with a lower development rate hit a high
score, and the timing when they exceed CETs (intersection of the two diffusion curves) is delayed
compared to the situations when the RET rate is higher. This phenomenon implies that the RETs
focusing more on the development of the conventional dimension can be adopted faster, but not more
broadly. In other words, the faster RETs improve their conventional dimension the more pressure is
placed on their diffusion potential. This counter-intuitive behavior of the system can be attributed
to the preference changing, as well. According to Equation (5), the denser the network is, the more
neighbors an agent will have, which leads to a higher probability and faster pace of the preference
changing. Thus, a high improvement rate can boost RETs to meet the demand of consumers on the
conventional dimension, but may also result in excess, which would give rise to the deviation from
consumers’ changing preference. This deviation then suppresses the adoption of RETs.
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Figure 12. The joint impact of network density and RET improvement rate.

4. Discussion
Considering the slow diffusion of RETs, we build an agent-based model to explore how DIS
propels the diffusion process. This model is built based on the admitted frameworks of innovation
diffusion, which give the model a conceptually validated foundation. Furthermore, this model is
calibrated with statistically representative data [46] and generates a typical S-shaped diffusion curve,
which qualitatively validates this model [35,36,38]. Three qualitative facts of the competition between
RETs and CETs are captured: (1) compared with CETs, RETs are entirely new and emerge after CETs
become highly developed; (2) consumers’ preferences for RETs evolve from a very low point; (3) RETs
have a brand new dimension that CETs do not have. With this model, a sequence of controlled
numerical experiments is conducted to explore the crucial factors that impact the effectiveness of
applying the DIS to RET diffusion.
The first experiment gains insights into how the order of entering a market impacts technology
diffusion. This experiment shows that even with the same parameter setting, the technologies having
first-mover advantage win. This is because the model mimics the inertia (caused by switching cost,
transaction cost, etc.) of consumers and allows agents to switch their choice only when the alternative
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technologies can provide utility strictly greater than the incumbent technologies do. This experiment
implies the difficulty of attacking as an emergent technology. Nevertheless, this experiment only
considers one dimension. If the competition is moved to two dimensions, latecomers may have more
of a chance to win.
The result of the second experiment demonstrates the impact of the price changing of RETs’
unconventional dimension. The results are quite intuitive: RETs are not only faster, but also more
widely adopted within the investigated time span, when the price is reduced. These results indicate
that lowering the price of technologies’ new dimension is critical for successful diffusion. RETs
suppliers should place great emphasis on pricing. Furthermore, this experiment supports that monetary
compensation (e.g., subsidies) is an effective policy instrument to promote RET diffusion.
RETs are relatively new to CETs. It takes time for consumers to learn to appreciate the value
of RETs’ new dimension. Hence, the preference changing of consumers is considered in the model.
Having examined different c pr f values ranging from 0.2–0.8, it is discovered that increasing preference
changing can significantly propel the diffusion of RETs, but the effectiveness diminishes as c pr f
increases. This result implies that educating consumers and cultivating their demand for the new
dimension are crucial for disruptive innovation. Particularly in the early stage, striving to develop
consumers’ inclination towards the new dimension is rather helpful for RET diffusion, although the
effectiveness tends to diminish.
The most noteworthy experiment might be the impact of RET improvement rate. RETs are
benefited by a high improvement rate in the conventional dimension toward more diffusion when the
network density is low. However, a high improvement rate may also lead RETs to lower performances
in diffusion when the network is densified. Usually, information can transmit faster in a dense network,
which enhances the influence of RET adopters on their neighbors’ preference. Thus, in the context
of fast preference-changing, RETs’ high improvement rate in the conventional dimension is helpful
at first, but harmful ultimately. These results imply that RET suppliers should track the preference
changing of the market, rather than excessively investing in the conventional dimension. This result
could be generalized to explain the recurrent failures of mainstream technologies that once emerged as
disruptors. This phenomenon is known as the innovator’s dilemma [13–15]. Although, this scenario
probably has not yet been found in the renewable energy market, it should be noted that more and
more RET suppliers begin to realize the significance of RETs’ integration with the fast-evolving “smart
technologies” (e.g., automation and artificial intelligence [50,51]). It should be still vividly remembered
how dramatically consumers shifted their preferences for Nokia phones’ durability to iPhone and
Android phones’ smartness [52].
5. Conclusions
In order to explore the critical factors influencing RETs’ diffusion from the perspective of
disruptive innovation, an agent-based model is built, and multiple factors are considered. A series
of numerical experiments is conducted. The results of these experiments show that the order of
entering the market is crucial for a technology’s success. In many cases, RETs are not as competitive in
the conventional dimension as CETs. To challenge the giant incumbent, redefining the competition
on a two-dimensional basis is an effective approach in accordance with the disruptive innovation
strategy. However, price, consumer preference and the improvement of the conventional dimension
are still important factors that need to be considered by RET suppliers. Generally, lower price,
higher consistency with consumer preference and a higher improvement rate of the conventional
dimension are helpful for RETs’ diffusion. However, it should be noted that if consumers’ preferences
change fast, investing heavily in the conventional dimension is not wise. A dense network can
propel information transmission, which could further accelerate consumers’ preference changing and
suppress the diffusion of RETs that focus on improving the conventional dimension.
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Variable
pc
pr
aic
ari
qc
qr
lci
lri
~i
F
Oi
Ni
intnew
c pr f
~c
T
Oc
Nc
bc
ac
Sc ( t )
M
~r
T
Or
Nr
br
ar
Sr ( t )
Pc
Pr
Rc
Rr
Cc
Cr
uic
uri
d
hc
hr

Meaning
the probability that a potential adopter independently adopts CETs.
the probability that a potential adopter independently adopts RETs.
the probability that a potential adopter becomes aware of CETs.
the probability that a potential adopter becomes aware of RETs.
the probability that a neighboring adopter of CETs successfully influences the potential adopter
of CETs.
the probability that a neighboring adopter of RETs successfully influences the potential adopter
of RETs.
the number of neighboring adopters of CETs.
the number of neighboring adopters of RETs.
the preference of agent i.
the weight that agent i assigns to a technology’s conventional dimension.
the weight that agent i assigns to a technology’s non-conventional dimension.
the initial weight agent i assign to RETs’ non-conventional dimension.
a coefficient adjusting the degree of the influence on preference changing
the performance of CETs.
the performance of CETs in terms of the conventional dimension.
the performance of CETs in terms of the non-conventional dimension.
the initial performance of CETs when they enter the market at first.
the constant that adjusts the speed of technology progress.
the maximal cumulative adopters of CETs at year t.
the total number of potential adopters in a market.
the performance of RETs.
the performance of RETs in terms of the conventional dimension.
the performance of RETs in terms of the non-conventional dimension.
the initial performance of RETs.
the speed of the technological progress of RETs.
the maximum cumulative adopters of RETs within t years.
the probability that consumer i decides to purchase a CET.
the probability that consumer i decides to purchase a RET.
the reservation price of consumers willing to pay for CETs.
the reservation price of consumers willing to pay for RETs.
the actual price of CETs.
the actual price of RETs.
the utility of CETs that a consumer perceives.
the utility of RETs that a consumer perceives.
the deviation between the utility a consumer perceives and the reservation price the consumer is
willing to pay.
the unit price of Oc .
the unit price of Nc .
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